Caveolins in glial cell model systems: from detection to significance.
Glial cells prevail in number and in diversity of cellular phenotypes in the nervous system. They have also gained prominence due to their multiple physiological and pathophysiological roles. Our current knowledge of the asymmetry and heterogeneity of the plasma membrane demands an in depth analysis of the diverse array of membrane microdomains postulated to exist in the context of glial cells. This review focuses and analyzes the studies reported to date on the detection of caveolae membrane rafts and the caveolin family members in glial cell model systems, the conditions leading to changes in their level of expression, and their functional and clinical significance. Outstanding in this work emerge the ubiquitous expression of caveolins, including the typically regarded 'muscle-specific' cav3, in diverse glial cell model systems, their participation in reactive astrogliosis, cancer, and their key relevance to calcium signaling. The knowledge obtained to date demands incorporation of the caveolins and caveolae membrane rafts in our current models on the role of glial cells in heath and neurological disease.